
 

Version 1.01.02 

New Features 

 When saving a model file as a Template, a message appears confirming that the 

model was successfully saved 

  

 Telemetry Shortcut - On the Dashboard, when a telemetry screen is selected, 

long pressing the telemetry ICON at the top of the page will return to the 

Dashboard screen    

 

 In Sailplane mode, when on the Flight Mode screen changing the flight display 

name also changes the name in the flight mode matrix for easier identification. 

 

 Telemetry warnings for receiver voltage and Flight log are now displayed on the 

Audio Events Telemetry warnings screen 

Corrections & Improvements 

 When switching to stick modes 1 or 3 the trim boxes displayed on the dashboard 

now properly switch to the correlating position of the trim switches 

 

 The on screen response when adjusting the Dual Rate and EXPO values when 

using the sliders and + - buttons has been improved. 

 

 Programmed mixes are now properly reset to defaults when inhibited. 

 

 In Throttle Curve, the Throttle Delay button has been removed. Throttle Delay is 

only available in Throttle Cut. It was mistakenly displayed in the Throttle Curve 

screen in version 1.00.03 

 

 Several timer issues have been corrected including the 1 minute timer 

announcement  

 

 When using a Curve Mix the mix values now properly correlate to the servo 

output values on the servo monitor 

 

 When using headphones or speakers, the audio is only output on the device and 

not the transmitter  

 

 Several issues with the Sequencers have been corrected 

 



 

 In Servo Setup - Speed, the right and left directions adjust the speed in that 

proper direction regardless of the servo reversing position  

 

 In screens where the keyboard is available, the Cap lock defaults are now 

consistent.  

 

 Battery transmitter voltage now displays in 1/10 volt increments at 4.0V.  

 

 Model Timers now correctly trigger when reassigned to various switches and 

buttons.   

 

 The Inactivity Alarm is no longer active when using other applications. 

 

 Analog Switch setup now resets values correctly 

 

 In the Model Start Alerts Servo Output screen all switch and stick options are 

now available 

 

 When switching models, un-commanded random audio warnings no longer occur 

 

 After setting up a Startup Warning, the system will now allow that model to be 

stored as a template 

 

 In the Preflight Checklist, the option of Per Session now properly causes the 

checklist to activate only when the system is first powered on or a new model is 

selected and the RF is activated 

 

 TBS Crossfire now properly turns on/ off during all phases including during 

charging  

 

 Model Reset now resets the Model Name  

 

 The startup tone now occurs when the Airware Application is up and ready to use 

 

 When changing languages from another language back to English, the text for 

the TX battery and Inactivity alarms returns to English 

 

 Telemetry RPM Macros now properly announce the RPM value 

 



 

 In Helicopter Mode, when reversing the collective type the throttle warning now 

properly warns high throttle setting 
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